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SHRADHANJALI

SHRI VITHALDAS GOKALDAS UDESHI
(20/05/1931 - 14/04/2013)
Shri Vithaldas Udeshi, founder Trustee and First Chairman of Global Bhatia Foundation left us after living an illustrious life. Global Bhatia
Foundation prays to Shreejee for the peace to the departed soul and solace to his family.
He was a guiding force for the Team-GBF was very keen to see that GBF takes up large size projects at a National and International level.
The Udeshi family has its roots at Salaya where they owned a fleet of cargo carrying Indigenous boats. Shri Vithalbhai did his schooling and
College at Mumbai. He started with manufacturing industry at the age of 18 while his father was engaged in oil mill at Saurashtra. In due
course, they hired an oil mill and their partners in business were Patels. The name “Jayant” came from this partnership and is retained till
date.
At the age of 20 years, Shri Vithalbhai stayed at Delhi to convince Government of India to change it's policy for exporting the castor oil by
lifting the embargo on export of final product. He was successful in his efforts. Their castor oil was tested and certified by the British
Laboratory in the year 1953 and then onwards, export of Castor oil was started. In 2013, 85% of the total production is exported.
Entire Udeshi family comprising of 5 brothers and their sons are shouldering the overall responsibility of Jayant Agro Organics limited by
distributing the functions as Research and Development, Production at various locations, Budgeting, Exports and Expansion.
Shri Vithalbhai invited and encouraged young educated Bhatias to join Jayant Agro. The employment at Jayant Agro is for life time, i.e.
employees do not quit as the work culture and pro-employee policies of Jayant Agro have resulted in very high degree of employee retention.
They produce about 400 derivatives from Castor oil and the high quality of their products has won a National Award for Jayant Agro
Organics.
Shri Vithalbhai is survived by his 3 sons viz. Abhay, Hemant & Dr. Subhash, Daughters in law Heena, Trupti & Dhuti, Grandchildren
Dhaiwat, Varun, Jyotika, Priyanka and Aditi.
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?
A Visionary who thought for Bhatia Community as a whole.
?
A Mentor who encouraged to establish a National body of the Bhatia

Community.
?
A fatherly figure who always wanted GBF to take up large projects.
?
Despite ill-health he participated in GBF Board Meetings.
?
Whenever approached, he provided sponsorships for GBF projects.
?
Encouraged and enrolled his family members to be a part of GBF.
?
An enterpreneur par excellence who captured 60% of the Market share of Castor

Oil, starting from a scratch.
?
That was Shri Vithalbhai !
?
WE, THE TEAM GBF RESOLVE TO REALISE HIS DREAM BY TAKING

UP LARGE PROJECTS FOR THE BHATIA COMMUNITY.
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We are proud of you

SMT. SHAKUNTALA GOVINDDAS SAMPAT
Shakuntalaben was born at Kolkata on 02/2/1940 in
Vaishnav Bhatia family. Due to religious culture and
traditional Bhatia values, her growth is evident in her
creative writings. During college days, she was married to
Shri Govinddas. She is writing since last 20 years and her
articles are published in Mumbai Samachar, Stree, Akhand
Anand, Bhatia Samachar, Lekhini and Anandotsav. She has
authored 9 books in Gujarati viz. Swanubhavno Sarvado, Swanubhavna Spandano, Aankhe Joyu Hathe Lakhyu,
Swanubhavni Sarwani, Safarna Sambharana, Swanubhavna Susmarano, Swanubhavno Rasaswad, Balkavyono
Bouquet Gamatano Guldasto, Swanubhavni Suvas.

SHRI KAKURAI GANDHI
Kakurai Harjivan Gandhi, ( Gokulgandhi.) From Jetpur, Saurashtra. About 70 years,
studied at Bhatia Balrakshak Vidyalaya at Borivali, Special Executive Officer (SEO), well
known journalist in Gujarati. Started writing in 1978 at the instance of Ajit Popat, the
editor of Sandesh daily paper. Writes for magazines like Aatmishek, Hasi Khushi,
Ramakdu, Jame Jamshed, Apradh, (Gujarati and Marathi), Police times, Chitralekha,
etc. and newspapers like Gujarat Samachar, Samakalin, Sandesh, Mid day, Mumbai
Samachar and others. His books are : Apradhi Kaun?, Crime Branch, Dil Dhadak, Aataa
Paataa, Anta-Arambha, Nakab, Apradh Katha, Bhagyashali and Apradhvritti.

The Darbar Hall of the majestic
Pragmahal Palace which was
recently renovated by the
Maharao Pragmalji-III (Bhuj-Kutch)
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Achievers - We Salute You

Smt Jyotsana Bhatt
honored by Shri Ashwin Shroff

Shri Deepak Bhaimani
honored by Shri Ashwin Shroff

Dr. Mukul Asher
honored by Shri Ashwin Shroff

Dr. Neeta Ramaiya
honored by Shri Shirish Anjaria

Shri Ajit Saraiya
honored by Shri Haridas Raigaga

Shri Kulin Samapt
honored by Shri Haridas Raigaga

‘United we progress, prosper and share’
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Amazing Technical Facts
?
'Finger' is an Internet tool for locating people on other sites. It gives access to non-personal information.
?
The term 'petabit' is used in discussing possible volumes of data traffic per second in a large network.
?
RDF (Resource Definition Framework) is a set of rules for creating descriptions of information available on the World Wide

Web.
?
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a protocol for client-server communication that sends and receives information

'on top ' of HTTP.
?
Wake-on-LAN (WOL) is a technology that enables a computer motherboard to switch itself on (and off) based on signals

arriving at the computer's network card.
?
A hacker with benign intentions is called a 'white hat'.
?
A 'blue bomb' is a technique for causing the Windows operating system of someone you are communicating with to crash.
?
OCSP (Online Certificate Status Protocol) is one of two common schemes for maintaining the security of a server.
?
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is a method of using a public key infrastructure for maintaining access to servers.
?
South Pacific Railroad laid down telegraph wires across tracks to help railway stations keep in touch.
?
The high-speed data highways of the Internet are called backbones. Sprint and AT&T own the major backbones in the US.
?
Silver is the most conductive material, but copper is widely used in communications because it costs much less and is better

in terms of strength and flexibility.
?
A typical fibre-optic cable five-thousandths of an inch thick can carry up to 2.5 billion bits of data per second, or 32,000

simultaneous telephone calls.
?
Most intercontinental Internet traffic passes through underwater fibre-optic cables. The first such layout was across the

Atlantic, in 1988.
?
The idea of Bluetooth technology was born in 1994. The name Bluetooth is derived from a Danish Viking King, Harald

Blatand-translated as Bluetooth in English-who lived in the latter part of the 10th century. Blatand united and controlled
Denmark and Norway, hence the inspiration for the name, as in 'uniting devices through Bluetooth'.
?
Long before the expression 'local area network' (LAN) became part of the world's technical vocabulary, IBM researchers

were working on this type of technology that connects printers, work stations and various servers in office buildings,
factories and college campuses. IBM devised token-ring technology to control LAN traffic more efficiently and reliably. A
token ring controls access of individual computers to the network, or ring. Since its intro duction in 1985, IBM's token-ring
architecture has become an industry standard for LANs.
?
Vannevar Bush, later the vice-president and dean of the Electri cat Engineering department, MIT, first proposed the basics

of hypertext in 1945. Tim Berners-Lee set down the basics of the World Wide Web, HTML (hypertext markup language),
HTTPCHyperText Transfer Protocol) and URLs (Universal Resource Locators) in 1990.
?
Chuq von Rospach of Apple Computer, circa 1983, coined the word 'netiquette'.
?
NANA is the newsgroups news.admin.net-abuse.*, devoted to fighting network abuse and spam. Each individual

newsgroup is often referred to by adding a letter to NANA. For example, NANAU would refer to news.admin.netabuse.usenet.
?
Programs that are small and un-useful, but demonstrate a point, are called 'Noddy' programs. Noddy programs are often

written by people learning a new language or system. The archetypal noddy program is the "hello world" program. In North
America this might be called a 'Mickey Mouse' program.
?
In the mid-1980s, engineers at Apple Computer developed a high-speed method of transferring data to and from the hard

drives in Macintosh desktops while simplifying the internal cabling. They called it FireWire.
?
About 60 million devices shipped with FireWire ports in 2002, according to research firm In-Stat/MDR.
?
In 1994, Ericsson Mobile Communications initiated a study to investigate the feasibility of a low-power low-cost radio

interface between mobile phones and their accessories. In 1998, a special-interest group was formed, codenamed
"Bluetooth" by five companies: Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Nokia, and Toshiba.
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First Bank in Zanzibar - Jetha Lila Bank

Shri Chandrasinh Danthi and Shri Dungarsinh Danthi

Cheque and Draft of Jetha Lila Bank, Zanzibar

The first Indian to enter the dark continent of Africa was a Bhatia Merchant viz. Shivji Topan
whose successors subsequently established the largest business house viz. Jeram Shivaji & Co.
Indian Merchants built the commerce and economy of East Africa. Indians reached Africa in
country boats from Mundra and Mandvi, well before the Britishers. The Danthi (Ashar) family
was the first to establish a bank in Zanzibar. Shri Jetha Liladhar and Shri Purshottam Liladhar were
Bhatia merchants from Mandvi started a small business of selling stalk of clove for few coins. This
was developed into a coin business. The coin business laid down the foundation for a banking
business that lasted for 75 years i.e. till the revolution took place in Zanzibar. Jetha Lila bank had a
license from Reserve Bank of India and almost all the Indian business houses were banking with
this bank. This bank was visited by the dignitaries like Dr. Radhakrishnan, Smt. Indira Gandhi
and many others. Shri Dungarsi Danthi who had to execute the winding up process for the Jetha
Lila Bank in Zanzibar is very much in Mumbai to tell the full story for “History of Bhatia
Community”.
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After Signing Giving Pledge
"I strongly believe those of us who are privileged to have
wealth should contribute significantly to try and create a
better world for the millions who are less privileged,"
Days after tech tycoon Azim Premji officially announced he'd
signed the Giving Pledge, the Indian billionaire made his biggest
philanthropic donation ever: Premji, ranked as India's third
richest person with a fortune of over $13 billion, announced Friday
that he is donating $2.2 billion, or a 12% stake, in his IT outsourcer
Wipro, to a trust to fund his education-focused Azim Premji
Foundation.
The donation of 295.5 million shares brings down Premji's stake inWipro from 70% to 58% and
increases the charitable trust's holding in the company to close to 20%. The billionaire's latest act of
charity comes on top of an initial $125 million worth of shares in Wipro that he had earmarked to start
the Foundation in 2001, followed by his gifting shares worth $2 billion to the trust three years ago
which had made him Asia's most generous philanthropist.
With this new endowment, Premji, often referred to as India's Bill Gatesearlier for his tech wealth and
now for his charity, joins the ranks of the world's top five givers. Having donated $4.4 billion thus far,
he's given away more than Carlos Slim Helu, the world's richest person, who's gifted $4 billion to his
foundation. “ This is a magnanimous, magnificent gesture. But I'm not surprised because Azim is a
philanthropist at heart, “ said biotech pioneerKiran Mazumdar-Shaw, Premji's close friend.
Lately, Premji has emerged as one of the most outspoken and active among India's wealthy on the
issue of giving back. Last year in June, he co-hosted a philanthropy meet with Bill Gates in Bangalore
which was attended by several of the country's richest businesspeople. Recently, Premji caused a stir
when he said that he supported a government proposal to tax the super-rich. In comparison to some
of his fellow billionaires in India who splash out on palace-like homes and expensive toys, Premji's
lifestyle is modest; last year it is believed he traded his modest Toyota car for a Mercedes Benz but a
second-hand one.
Premji's hometown of Bangalore, known as India's tech capital, can now be regarded as the
country's philanthropy capital as well. Other large-hearted residents of this city who have earned
billion dollar fortunes such as the founders of Infosys N.R. Narayana Murthy, Nandan Nilekani and
S.Goplakrishnan, are all notable givers. Premji's friend Mazumdar-Shaw who donates half the
dividends she gets annually from her firm Biocon has disclosed to Forbes that she's pledged to give
away 75% of her wealth: “ Azim has set a trend for others to emulate. “

An Appeal to Youth
Disclaimer

Global Bhatia Foundation invites Bhatia Youth from the Globe to serve
as volunteers. GBF youth has education, sports & cultural events on its
agenda and success of such projects is possible with the service of
selfless volunteers. Contact : editor.news@globalbhatia.org

Views expressed by the authors need not be assumed as the
views of Global Bhatia Foundation.

All The Copyrights Are Acknowledged.

YOUTH@GBF is an in-house ENewsletter distributed freely to the members of Bhatia community and published from Mumbai by
Global Bhatia Foundation, a not for profit organization.
GLOBAL BHATIA FOUNDATION
1/6, Dossa Mansion, Next to Apna Bazar, Sir P. M. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001 Tel: 9167826768 Email : editor.news@globalbhatia.org
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Website : www.globalbhatia.org
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The heart-warming and inspiring story of Hiware Bazar in Ahmednagar District in Maharashtra
India is a leadership driven society—it suffices to look at Popatrao
Pawar, the village head of Hiware Bazar in the Ahmednagar district of
Maharashtra. In the span of twenty years, he transformed his
drought-struck poverty-ridden village into one of the best models
India has seen.
Before he took over the reins, the village suffered many problems:
there was hardly any agriculture in the village from a lack of water,
causing villagers to migrate elsewhere as daily wage labourers; the
school was non-functional; domestic violence and village fights
punctuated lives as alcoholism was rampant; and the surrounding
eco-system was seriously degraded. So how does one actually make a
village rise against such problems?
The first thing Pawar did was get rid of the 22 illicit liquor dens,
ban consumption of liquor all together, and ban tobacco and gutka.
Then he inspired the villagers to pitch in to build dams and dig ponds
to trap the little rain that came in. This new water management system
helped immensely as the wells soon filled, allowing farming to begin
anew with fields becoming lush and green. Not wanting to take
change for granted, Pawar got water audits done so that there was a
close check on water availability. Water was never wasted, as selfless
villagers built 52 earthen bunds, two percolation tanks, 32 stone
bunds and nine check dams—All through the use of the same
governmentfunds available to any other village.
Before 1995, there were 90 open wells with water at 80-125 feet,
whereas today, there are 294 open wells with water at 15-40 feet. To
put this into context, other villages in the Ahmednagar district have
to drill nearly 200 feet to reach water. Farming flourished as Pawar
got farmers to invest in milch cattle, making milk the new gold of the
village. While milk production was only 150 litres per day in 1995,
today, it has crossed the 4,000 litre threshold! All this helped
reverse migration see over 60 families return with the desire of
becoming farmers once again to live life with dignity. Now there are
decent-looking houses all over and villagers look content, glowing
with happiness. The monthly per capital income has crossed Rs.
30,000, and in a village of 235 families and 1,250 individuals, there are
60 millionaires!

But how did Pawar address caste and communal conflicts that
often divide society into sparring aggressive groups? It was
very simple: he relentlessly stressed that change could not be
brought about without communal amity, and his efforts were
so beautifully embodied when the village Hindu community
built a mosque for the only Muslim family in the village for
them to not have to pray in the open.
And how has Hiware Bazar brought a new respect to women
in the face of strong gender inequality in India? First of all,
Pawar has got the gram panchayat to take care of the
education and marriage expenses of the second daughter of
any family, but also, out of the seven-member panchayat,
three are now women. In addition, Pawar has stepped
downfrom the village headman’s position (remaining as
deputy sarpanch) to allow a woman to replace him. Finally, to
bring in holistic change, Pawar is now motivating villagers to
adopt family planning. A lot of stress is being put on health
and hygiene as it is crucial for the future of the village. In fact,
Hiware Bazar is also the first village in India to persuade
couples take an HIV test before marriage. Interestingly, none
of Pawar’s suggestions or schemes are opposed as the village
has full confidence in him as he goes about trying to better
their lives. Hiware Bazar has shown that stimulating change is
easy. All it requires is good leadership and the political will to
empower others in rising to a better future.

Courtesy : http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=9hmkgn0nBgk&NR=1
also read: Anna Hazare Ralegaonsiddhi
http://in.news.yahoo.com/village-of-60-millionaires--111616557.html

Today there are only three families who live below the poverty line,
but the village is now working to help them improve their income with
hopes that in another year, no villager be poor. All this is more
amazing when taking into account that in 1995, there were 168 BPL
families in the village. But Pawar has not only tackled the economic
needs of the village. With regards to the waning ecosystem, he
facilitated the planting of over ten lakh trees to fuel languishing
bio-diversity; even Babool trees that were earlier cut for fuel are
now cared for, as villagers began harvesting its gum that sells for
Rs. 2,000 a kilo. One would think that these accomplishments already
make Pawar one of the great leaders of India, but on top of
everything, Hiware Bazar is spotlessly clean—all without sweepers;
villagers take pride in keeping their home clean, and defecation or
urination in public is unheard of.
Best of all, now that cleanliness has overtaken the village there is a
crucial benefit for the villagers: widespread disease has become a
thing of the past. In addition, to get children to learn the benefits
of good governance, Pawar began a children’s parliament giving them
specific roles to work under. The “Education Minister” for example,
goes from house to house inquiring if the school is functioning well.
Even the teachers themselves learn from their students and respect
this monitoring to incorporate the childrens’ advice into their work!
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Learnings from Parents and God
I grew up with practical parents. A mother, God love her, who washed
aluminum foil after she cooked in it, then reused it. She was the original
recycle queen before they had a name for it. A father who was happier
getting old shoes fixed than buying new ones.
Their marriage was good, their dreams focused. Their best friends lived
barely a wave away.
I can see them now, Dad in trousers, tee shirt and a hat and Mom in a
house dress, lawn mower in one hand, and dish-towel in the other. It was
the time for fixing things. A curtain rod, the kitchen radio, screen door,
the oven door, the hem in a dress. Things we keep.
It was a way of life, and sometimes it made me crazy. All that re-fixing,
eating, renewing, I wanted just once to be wasteful. Waste meant
affluence. Throwing things away meant you knew there'd always be
more.
But then my mother died, and on that clear summer's night, in the
warmth of the hospital room, I was struck with the pain of learning that
sometimes there isn't any more.
Sometimes, what we care about most gets all used up and goes
away...never to return.. So... While we have it..... it's best we love it....
And care for it... And fix it when it's broken......... And heal it when it's
sick.
This is true. For marriage....... And old cars..... And children with bad
report cards..... And dogs with bad hips.... And aging parents...... And
grandparents. We keep them because they are worth it, because we are
worth it.
Some things we keep. Like a best friend that moved away or a classmate
we grew up with.
There are just some things that make life important, like people we
know who are special........ And so, we keep them close!
I received this from someone who thinks I am a 'keeper', so I've sent it
to the people I think of in the same way... Now it's your turn to send this
to those people that are "keepers" in your life. Good friends are like
stars.... You don't always see them, but you know they are always there.
Keep them close!
When you die, 10 things GOD won't ask you:
1. God won't ask what kind of car you drove. He'll ask how many
people you drove who didn't have transportation..
2. God won't ask the square footage of your house, He'll ask how many
people you welcomed into your home.
3. God won't ask about the clothes you had in your closet, He'll ask
how many you helped to clothe.
4. God won't ask what your highest salary was. He'll ask if you
compromised your character to obtain it.
5. God won't ask what your job title was. He'll ask if you performed
your job to the best of your ability.
6. God won't ask how many friends you had. He'll ask how many
people to whom you were a friend.
7. God won't ask in what neighborhood you lived, He'll ask how you
treated your neighbors.
8. God won't ask about the color of your skin, He'll ask about the
content of your character.
9. God won't ask why it took you so long to seek Salvation. He'll
lovingly take you to your mansion in heaven, if You've asked Him
into your heart, and not to the gates of Hell.
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Dedicated to computer
users over 40!

For old timers. Remember this?
POEM FOR COMPUTER USERS OVER 40
A computer was something on TV
From a Science Fiction show of note.
A window was something you hated to clean
And ram was the father of a goat.
Meg was the name of my girlfriend
and gig was a job for the nights.
Now they all mean different things
And that really mega bytes.
An application was for employment
A program was a TV show
A cursor used profanity
A keyboard was a piano.
A Memory was something that you lost with age.
A CD was a bank account.
And if you had a 3 inch floppy You hoped nobody found out.
Compress was something you did to the garbage
Not something you did to a file.
And if you unzipped in public
You'd be in jail for awhile.
Log on was adding wood to the fire.
Hard drive was a long trip on the road.
A mouse pad was where a mouse lived.
And a backup happened to your commode.
Cut you did with a pocket knife.
Paste you did with glue.
A web was a spider's home.
And virus was the flu.
I guess I'll stick with my pad and paper
And the memory in my head.
I hear nobody's been killed in a computer crash
But when it happens they wish they were dead!

Chanakyament
management wisdom writeen by chanakya 2300 yers ago.

Bhatia Cuisine

Courtesy : Smt. Rukshmaniben Danthi
and Smt. Binduben Danthi

Just for Laugh

New generation DEEWAR film
dialogue...

- Aaj mere paas Facebook hai,
Google hai, Twitter hai, Yahoo hai,
WhatsApp hai......
tere paas kya hai ?
Bhaaaaii.....
- Mere paas kaam hai.
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Tun hau jaun chhun?
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- Bhadra Vadgama

Tun hau jaun chhun?
Continued from pg no 11
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